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ABSTRACT The Empty Substrate Integrated Waveguides (ESIW) maintain the advantages of the Substrate
Integrated waveguide (SIW) (i.e. low-volume, low profile, lightweight, easy manufacturing, and integration
in a planar circuit board), and present lower losses and higher quality factors in resonators due to the propa-
gation of the fields through air, instead of through lossy dielectric as in SIW. The operational (monomode)
bandwidth of the ESIW can be increased with the Single Ridge ESIW (SRESIW). However, the bandwidth
can be further increased with the Double Ridge ESIW (DRESIW). In this paper, a brief study of possible
DRESIW geometries has been performed, and two transitions from microstrip line (MS) to DRESIW with a
dielectric taper geometry based on different equations are proposed. The new wideband transitions present
simulated return losses in back-to-back configurations greater than 20 dB in more than a 95% fractional
bandwidth. The transition that presents a better compromise between return losses, bandwidth and ease of
fabrication is manufactured. The measured return and insertion losses are better than 19.7 dB and 1.5 dB,
respectively, in a 96.4% fractional bandwidth.

INDEX TERMS Ridge waveguide, empty substrate integrated waveguide, microstrip line, transition,
substrate integrated circuit, tapering structure, wideband communication devices.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, the trend in RF technology is to increase
the operating frequency while, at the same time, demanding
microwave components with an excellent behaviour in terms
of electric response, low losses, small volume andweight, and
reduced manufacturing costs. The traditional communication
systems (i.e. high-power applications) are usually developed
on waveguide technology, whose components exhibit high
performance, are robust and reliable, but also heavy, expen-
sive, bulky and difficult to integrate with other technological
solutions. A classical alternative is the planar technology, like
microstrip, coplanar or stripline, which provide low-volume,
light-weight, and small components with easy integration,
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but their electrical performance (i.e. attenuation and high-
power handling) is not good enough for some high frequency
applications.

In order to cover the gap between traditional waveguide
and planar technologies, a full suite of novel Substrate Inte-
grated Circuits (SICs) has been object of research in the
last two decades. These technologies represent a half-way
compromise in terms of performance between traditional
waveguides and planar lines.

The first one of these SICs to be proposedwas the Substrate
Integrated Waveguide (SIW) [1], which mimics a traditional
waveguide on a printed circuit board using two lateral rows
of metallized via holes. The SIW presents the same advan-
tages than the microstrip technology (low cost, low profile,
easy manufacturing), and reduces the losses compared to
the microstrip line. However, there is some field leakage
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between the lateral vias, and there are losses due to the fact
that the fields propagate through lossy dielectric material.
These losses lead to a non-competitive behaviour at high
frequencies. Therefore, an empty version of the SIW, called
Empty Substrate Integrated Waveguide (ESIW) [2] has been
developed. The ESIW removes the dielectric material from
the path of the electromagnetic waves, and presents solid
metallized lateral walls, so there is no dielectric or radiation
loss, thus being suitable for higher frequencies andwith better
quality factors in resonators. The ESIW is also low cost
and easy to manufacture, as the SIW, although it is larger
because the wavelength in air is greater than in the dielectric
medium.

Multiple microwave components have been designed and
manufactured in the ESIW technology, such as filters of
different order and type [3]–[5], a phase shifter [6], a hybrid
directional coupler 90◦ [7] andH-plane horns [8], [9]. In order
to connect these microwave components with planar tech-
nologies, such as microstrip, a transition from microstrip
to ESIW is necessary. Several transition design approaches
have been proposed, such as a dielectric taper inside the
ESIW and a taper in the microstrip line [10], a widened
waveguide section at the beginning of the ESIW together
with a taper in the microstrip line [11], a through-wire [12],
and a tapered artificial dielectric slab matrix [13]. All these
transitions present a usable bandwidth limitation, due both
to the bandwidth of the fundamental mode in the ESIW,
and to the frequency range in which the transition pro-
vides a good impedance matching between the microstrip
and the ESIW. This results in a practical fractional band-
width not greater than 66%, which may be small for certain
applications.

In order to overcome this limitation, a single ridge
ESIW (SRESIW) can be used, since it exhibits a larger
mono-mode bandwidth with the same width and height of
the cross section. The SRESIW was first proposed in [14].
However, it was not until years later that microstrip to
SRESIW transitions were proposed, designed, and manu-
factured [15], [16]. These transitions present a fractional
bandwidth of around 80%. Nevertheless, there is still margin
for further frequency bandwidth improvement by using two
ridges, in what we can call a Double Ridge ESIW (DRESIW).

Therefore, a good transition from planar lines (usually
microstrip) to DRESIW is necessary. This work presents
a brief study of possible geometries of a transition from
microstrip to DRESIW, with the aim of achieving a good
impedance matching in almost all of the available mono-
mode bandwidth.

This paper is structured as follows: Section II presents pos-
sible DRESIW geometries, as well as their influence on the
bandwidth and ease of manufacturing. Section III proposes
two geometries for a microstrip to DRESIW transition with
its correspondent design procedure. One of these transitions is
selected for the manufacture of a back-to-back prototype, and
the results are detailed and discussed in Section IV. Finally,
the conclusions are presented in Section V.

FIGURE 1. ESIW cross-section in (a), and different possible geometries of
DRESIW in (b), (c) and (d). d = hr in (b), d = 2 · hr in (c), and d = hr but
the upper ridge with height doubled in (d).

II. DRESIW CROSS-SECTION DESIGN
The ridge rectangular waveguide presents one or several
metallic ridges attached to the horizontal walls. It is well-
known and it has been studied in depth in [17]. The ridges
allow a reduction of the cutoff frequency of the first mode
(TE10) and an increase in the cutoff frequency of the first
higher ordermode (TE20), thus providing a highermonomode
bandwidth. This is valid for the rectangular waveguide, and
also for the ESIW, whose usable bandwidth is also increased
by the use of ridges [15].

As mentioned before, we will focus on the double ridge
ESIW, or DRESIW. The use of standard techniques used
for manufacturing planar circuits allows the creation of the
DRESIW simply by piling substrates of the same height,
as shown in Fig. 1, where the cross-section of the ESIW
is compared with the cross-section of three different pos-
sible DRESIW geometries. The use of the same substrate
for all layers facilitates the fabrication, but limits the flex-
ibility of design, since the height of the DRESIW (i.e. the
dimension b) must be a multiple of the substrate height hr .
So, b = n · hr where n is the number of layers other that the
top and bottom covers. It must be noted that for the DRESIW
n ≥ 3. In order to maximize the usable bandwidth (interval
between the cutoff frequencies of the fundamental mode
TE10 (fc10 ) and the first higher order mode TE20 (fc20 ) [17]),
and once hr has been selected, the ridge width wr and the
number of layers n can be optimized. The following tran-
scendental equations can be used in order to compute fc10 and
fc20 , and thus estimate and maximize the usable bandwidth:
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In these equations c0 is the light velocity whereas b, wr , a,
and d are shown in Figure 1, and the susceptance B/Y01,
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FIGURE 2. Cutoff frequencies fc10 and fc20 for the four geometries of
Figure 1. (Waveguide width a = 15.7988 mm and substrate height
hr = 0.813 mm).

TABLE 1. Comparison between the four geometries of Figure 1.
fc10 , fc20 , and BW in GHz.

which models the gap in the ridge waveguide, can be approx-
imated (as detailed in [18]) with:

B
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≈ 2
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c

)
ln
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))
(3)

where fc is fc10 for solving (1), and fc20 for solving (2).
The dependence of fc10 and fc20 with the ridge width wr

for the ESIW and the three DRESIW geometries of Figure 1
is shown in Fig. 2. In all four cases, Rogers 4003C sub-
strates of height hr = 0.813 mm, and the same width as
for the WR62 rectangular waveguide (a = 15.7988 mm),
have been considered. The results using (1), (2), and (3)
(plotted with marks) are compared with the results obtained
with the commercial simulator CST (plotted in solid lines).
In addition, the plot area with values of wr that provide
higher bandwidth has been shadowed. It corresponds to
the interval wr/a ≈ 0.2 − 0.35. It can be observed
that there is a very good coincidence between the results
obtained with the analytical formula and the commercial
simulator CST.

Table 1 compares the four geometries of Figure 1 in terms
of cutoff frequencies, absolute and fractional bandwidth, and
the optimum ratio wr/a that maximizes the bandwidth. It can
be observed that a good compromise between minimizing the
number of additional layers, ease of manufacturing, cost, and
volume, while maximizing the bandwidth, is the topology of
Figure 1(b). Therefore, this is the geometry that has been
chosen and that is been used for this work. From now on,
when we refer to the DRESIW, we are referring to this
specific geometry.

FIGURE 3. Previous solutions that inspired the transitions presented in
this paper.

III. DESIGN OF TRANSITIONS FROM MICROSTRIP
TO DRESIW
The best known and most used transition from microstrip
to ESIW uses a nose-shaped dielectric taper inside the
ESIW [2], as shown in Figure 3(a). Usually the function
of the dielectric tapers is to perform an impedance gradient
matching between the technologies to be connected. How-
ever, although a nose-shaped dielectric taper (Fig. 3(a)) in
the central layer provides good performance in the transition
from microstrip to ESIW, using only this taper provides
a poor matching if used to transition from microstrip to
DRESIW. Another possible transition would be the solution
used in [15] for connecting microstrip to the single ridge
ESIW (SRESIW) (Fig. 3(b)). Instead of a nose-shaped taper,
this transition uses a widened ridge ESIW section. But again
this transition does not provide a competitive behaviour when
used to connect microstrip to DRESIW.

In this paper, we propose two possible geometries for the
transition from microstrip to DRESIW in order to achieve a
good matching in the largest possible fraction of the available
bandwidth. The proposed transitions are based on a combi-
nation of some features of both the microstrip to ESIW and
the microstrip to SRESIW transitions. The DRESIW section
is widened, but only in the lateral walls, while, different
from the microstrip to SRESIW transition, the ridge width
is kept constant. Besides the widening of the lateral walls,
a dielectric taper in the central layer is also added. Since the
field concentration near the taper is higher in the DRESIW
than in the ESIW, due to the presence of the upper and bottom
ridges, it might be that a different profile other than the
nose-shaped one would be more convenient. For that reason,
in this work, besides the nose shape a superellipse shape has
also been tested, and their performance have been compared.

A. NOSE-SHAPED DIELECTRIC TAPER TRANSITION
The first transition proposed in this work (see the layout in
Figure 4) uses the nose-shaped dielectric taper, which is based
on exponential equations as proposed in the first transition
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FIGURE 4. Layout of the microstrip line to DRESIW transition with
nose-shaped dielectric taper proposed in this work. White represents
empty spaces, light gray represents dielectric body, and dark gray
represents copper surfaces.

from microstrip to ESIW (Fig. 3(a)). The lateral walls of
the DRESIW are widened, but the ridge width is maintained
constant. The equation that controls the taper width W (x) in
the nose-shaped taper is,

W (x) =
wtr (e−c lexp − e−c x)+ wtf (e−c x − 1)

e−c lexp − 1
(4)

where lexp controls the length of the taper, and c controls the
velocity at which the width decreases. Taking into account
the feasibility of the manufacturing process and the mecha-
nical stability, the end of the taper is finishedwith a semicircle
when W (x) is as low as wtf (wtf is fixed to 0.5 mm in this
work). In order to simplify the parameters that control the
transition, both ridge layers (Fig. 4(b), 4(c)) present the same
structure with a widening in the waveguide (controlled by ac
and bc) and a holder (of length lt3) with the aim of providing
greater consistency and stabiity.

In order to accelerate the design process, initial expres-
sions for the design parameters are provided in Table 2. The
expressions for the initial values of ac, lt , l2 are extracted
from [15], and the initial value of lexp is extracted from [10].

TABLE 2. Initial values for the design parameters in the transition from
microstrip line to DRESIW with nose-shaped dielectric taper.

TABLE 3. Dimensions of the fixed and design parameters (mm) of the
transition from microstrip line to DRESIW with nose-shaped dielectric
taper.

The initial expressions for the other design parameters have
been obtained empirically, after designing this transition for
several substrates and frequency bands. The value of λg
used for computing the initial value of ac and lexp refers to
the wavelength in the widened section of the DRESIW of
width a+ 2bc. These initial values can be used to accelerate
the optimization process for a wide range of frequency bands
or substrates.

The initial expressions of Table 2 have been applied to
design a transition from a 50� microstrip line to a DRESIW
of the same width as the standard WR-62 rectangular waveg-
uide (a = 15.7988 mm). Both the microstrip lines and the
DRESIW are integrated in a Rogers 4003C substrate with
height hr = 0.813mmand εr = 3.55. Table 3 shows the fixed
parameters and the design parameters before and after the
optimization process. The Nelder-Mead Simplex algorithm
of CST has been used in the optimization process, with the
goal of maximizing the return loss in the highest possible
bandwidth.

Fig. 5 shows the simulated response (reflection and trans-
mission) of the microstrip to DRESIW back to back transition
with the final values of Table 3. The reflection obtained
with the initial values of Table 2 has also been plotted.
It can be observed that the expressions of Table 2 provide
a good approximation to the final optimized values, with
return losses above 14 dB in a large bandwidth. The return
losses with the optimized final values are greater than 20 dB
from 7.2 to 21.7 GHz, and the insertion losses are lower than
0.65 dB in the same frequency range. This corresponds to an
absolute bandwidth of 14.5 GHz and a fractional bandwidth
of 100.3%, which is almost the maximum usable monomode
bandwidth (102.3%).
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FIGURE 5. Simulated results for reflection (a) and transmission (b) of
back-to-back microstrip to DRESIW transition with nose-shape dielectric
taper, and comparison with ESIW without a ridge [10] and SRESIW [15].

In order to compare the results with a back-to-back tran-
sition from microstrip to ESIW without ridge [10] and to
a single ridge ESIW (SRESIW) [15], the return losses of
both transitions have also been plotted in Fig. 5 (top). The
fractional bandwidth with the return losses over 20 dB for
the DRESIW supposes an increment of 144% and 28% in
comparison with the fractional bandwidth for ESIW and
SRESIW, respectively.

B. SUPERELLIPSE DIELECTRIC TAPER TRANSITION
The other transition proposed uses the equations of the gen-
eralized superellipse for shaping the dielectric taper instead
of the nose-shape. The superellipse equations are not new
in the microwave filed, and they were used for defining
impedancematching networks in planar and rectangular tech-
nologies [19]. However, it was not until recently that it
has been used to match two different technologies, as vali-
dated with a transition from microstrip to SRESIW in [16].
A superellipse [20] is a general curve with a single control
parameter N . The superellipse is a curve in between a rect-
angle and an ellipse, and the parameter N controls whether
the superellipse is closer to the rectangle or the ellipse. The
Cartesian equation of the superellipse is(x

a

)N
+

( y
b

)N
= 1 (5)

where a and b are the semiaxes of the superellipse and
N controls the shape of the superellipse. Multiple shapes

FIGURE 6. Layout of the microstrip line to DRESIW transition with
superellipse dielectric taper proposed in this work. White represents
empty spaces, light gray represents dielectric body, and dark gray
represents copper surfaces.

can be achieved just varying N . However, more flexibility is
gained with the generalized superellipse, defined by(x

a

)p
+

( y
b

)q
= 1 (6)

where p and q control the curvature of the superellipse in the
x-axis and y-axis, respectively, and independently. A nose
sharp curve or a blunt ellipse can be obtained with extreme
values of p or q. (i.e., p, q = 0 or p, q → ∞). This curve
provides a huge set of possible profiles using only two con-
trol parameters. Therefore, the generalized equation of the
superellipse will be used to create the dielectric taper shown
in Fig. 6, with the following profile:(

x
lsell

)p
+

(
y

wsell
2

)q
= 1 (7)

where lsell and wsell/2 are the semi-axis of the super-
llipse. The top and bottom layers of the transition
(Figs. 6(b), and 6(c)) are the same ones as in the nose-shaped
transitions, with the only difference that in the top layer a cut
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TABLE 4. Initial values for the design parameters in the transition from
microstrip line to DRESIW with superellipse dielectric taper.

FIGURE 7. Simulated results for reflection (a) and transmission (b) of
back-to-back microstrip to DRESIW transition with superellipse dielectric
taper, and comparison with ESIW without a ridge [10] and SRESIW [15].

of the same width as the iris wti has been included, with the
aim of providing a better impedance matching.

Table 4 provides initial values for the design parameters of
the transitions. The expressions for the initial values of ac, bc,
wsell are extracted from [16], and lsell is extracted from [10].
As in the previous transition, λg refers to the wavelength in
the widened section of DRESIW of width a+ 2bc. The other
expressions have been obtained experimentally after design-
ing the transition for different frequencies and substrates.

The initial expressions summarized in Table 4 have been
applied in order to design a transition with the same charac-
teristics as for the previous nose-shaped transition (the same
microstrip line impedance, substrate type and height and
waveguide width are considered) with the aim to compare
both transitions. After fixing the initial values, an optimiza-
tion is carried out with the help of CST using theNelder-Mead
Simplex optimizer, with the goal of maximizing the return
loss at the highest possible bandwidth. Table 5 shows the
fixed and design parameters before and after the optimization
process.

Fig. 7 shows the performance of the DRESIW back-to-
back transition with the optimum values. The reflection with

TABLE 5. Dimmensions of the fixed and design parameters (mm) of the
transition from microstrip line to DRESIW with superellipse dielectric
taper.

the initial values has also been plotted. As in the previous
transition, the initial values provide a good initial point, with
return losses above 15 dB in most of the bandwidth. With the
final optimized values, return losses are greater than 26 dB
and insertion losses are lower than 0.7 dB between 7.3 and
20.63 GHz. This corresponds to an absolute bandwidth of
13.3 GHz, and a fractional bandwidth of 95.4%, which is
almost all the usable frequency band of the DRESIW. The
reflection and transmission of the ESIW without ridge [10]
and the single ridge ESIW ( SRESIW) [15] have also been
included. It can be observed that the fractional bandwidth
with the return losses over 20 dB for the DRESIW supposes
an increment of 123% and 17% in comparison with the
fractional bandwidth for ESIW and SRESIW, respectively.

Comparing the nose-shaped and the superellipse transi-
tions, it can be concluded that the superellipse transition
presents a shorter fractional bandwidth. However, the return
losses are better than in the nose-shaped transition, higher
than 26 dB in a very large bandwidth. In addition, it should
be taken into account that the nose-shaped dielectric taper
is difficult to manufacture, especially for thin substrates that
require long and narrow tapers to provide a good impedance
matching. Therefore, after an overall assessment, the superel-
lipse transition is preferred, and has been chosen for manu-
facturing a prototype and measuring its performance.

IV. RESULTS
In order to validate the feasibility of the proposed microstrip
to DRESIW transition with a superellipse dielectric taper,
a back-to-back prototype has been manufactured, with the
dimensions of Table 5, and measured. A Rogers 4003C sub-
strate of hr = 0.813 mm height and εr = 3.55 has been
used. Standard PCB processes have been used to mechanize
the prototype (cutting, drilling, electrodeposition and copper
removal). In the manufacturing process, the tolerance of the
laser beam is only 2 µm in the same cut. Nevertheless,
the tolerance for the repositioning of the laser beam for
non-consecutive cuts and the tolerance in the alignment of
the layers is around 50 µm. In order to ensure electrical
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FIGURE 8. Back-to-back manufactured prototype of the superellipse
microstrip to DRESIW transition.

contact between the ridges and the top and bottom covers,
a new assembly process based on two different tin soldering
pastes, with two different melting temperatures, has been
used. First, the top ridge layer is soldered to the top layer,
and the bottom ridge layer to the bottom layer, and pressed
using a tin soldering paste with a high melting temperature
(T1 = 217◦C). Then, these two ridge plus cover layers are
soldered, respectively, in the upper and lower sides of the
central layer and pressed using a tin soldering paste with a
low melting temperature (T2 = 183◦C) that does not melt
the first soldering paste. This new procedure provides a better
union between all layers, especially between the ridge layers
and the covers, where otherwise some air gaps could appear.
The back-to-back manufactured prototype is shown in Fig 8.

Fig. 9 plots the simulated and measured transmission and
reflection coefficients of the back-to-back prototype. The
coaxial to microstrip transitions have been de-embedded
from the measurements using a custom Thru-Reflect-Line
calibration kit [21]. There is a good agreement between mea-
surement and simulation. The differences are due to manu-
facturing tolerances. The return and insertion losses are better
than 19.7 dB and 1.5 dB between 7.2 and 20.7 GHz, which
corresponds to an absolute bandwidth of 13.4 GHz and a
fractional bandwidth of 96.4%.

The performance of several previously published transi-
tions are compared in Table 6 with the transition presented
in this work. They are compared in terms of insertion and
return losses, absolute and fractional bandwidth, and number
of layers. All transitions operate in the same or very similar
frequency band. It can be observed that this new transition
is competitive in terms of return and insertion losses, and it
has the highest fractional bandwidth. It is well known that
the ridge in rectangular waveguide increases the losses [17].

FIGURE 9. Comparison of simulation and measurement of the reflection
of the back-to-back transition prototype.

TABLE 6. Performance comparison of the microstrip to DRESIW transition
with previous proposals. RL and IL refer to the minimum return loss, and
the maximum insertion loss in the bandwidth BW, respectively. FBW
refers to the fractional bandwidth.

Coherently, in Table 6 the insertion losses of the SRESIW
are greater than in the ESIW without ridge, and the insertion
losses in the DRESIW are also greater than in the SRESIW.

V. CONCLUSION
This work proposes and tests the performance of double ridge
ESIW topologies formed by piling equal height substrates.
A specific topology is chosen as a good compromise between
maximizing the bandwidth and minimizing cost and volume.
Two possible geometries (a nose-shaped and a superellipse)
for designing wideband microstrip line to DRESIW transi-
tions are proposed. A systematic procedure has been pre-
sented for designing both transitions, with expressions for
setting good initial values for the design parameters. Both
transitions are compared in terms of return losses, bandwidth
and insertion losses. A back-to-back microstrip to DRESIW
transition based on the superellipse geometry, which has
shown better performance, has been designed, fabricated and
measured. The simulated return losses are above 16 dB in
a 96.4% fractional bandwidth. Comparing with several pre-
vious transitions from microstrip to ESIW or to SRESIW,
the new transition provides a higher bandwidth with good
return losses, and paves the way for designing a complete
suite of microwave substrate integrated devices for wideband
applications.
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